CAMBRIDGE BRANCH

Parking Arrangements at Branch Lecture Venues

These notes are designed to help you with car parking at our main lecture venues. Please remember that
we are guests on other people’s property for these events. If you have any mobility concerns please get in
touch with either our Deputy Branch Secretary, Jon Land, at jonathan.land@marshallaerospace.com on
01223 373033 or our Publicity Member, Jin Yu, at jin.yu@marshallaerospace.com or on 01223 373129, so
that alternative arrangements can be made for you.
The letters in brackets refer to the individual lecture venues as shown in your membership card. To meet
the security arrangements you need to pre-book if you wish to attend lectures at Marshalls (but not at any
of the other venues); you can do this using the contact details above. If you have any comments on these
notes or any improvements you would like to see, please get in touch with Jon or Jin.

Marshall Aerospace at Cambridge Airport (MA)
Free parking is available in the Visitors’ car park, which is situated on the south side of Newmarket Road,
adjacent to the Main Entrance Gate to Marshall Aerospace. The entry barrier to the car park opens
automatically as you approach. You will need to collect the exit PIN number from security reception as you
leave and enter this at the barrier on exit. The nearest postcode is CB5 8RX.

Hughes Hall (HH)
There is no parking for us at Hughes Hall. Please use the nearby multi-story Queen Anne Terrace car
park. This has nearly 600 spaces and is open 24 hours; the postcode is CB1 1ND. After 1700 the hourly
charge is 60p; you can pre-pay for your stay. The car park has a ground floor exit at the rear (away from
the main road) onto a short pathway which leads directly to the front of Hughes Hall.

Downing College (DC)
There is no parking for us at Downing College. Please use the nearby multi-story Grand Arcade car park.
This has over 900 spaces and is open 24 hours; the postcode is CB2 3QJ. After 1700 the hourly charge is
£1.00; you can pre-pay for your stay. Alternatively use the Queen Anne Terrace car park (see above).

Cambridge University Engineering Department (CU)
We are usually allowed to park free at this venue. The entrance is on Trumpington Street next to the Royal
Cambridge Hotel. The postcode for CUED is CB2 1PZ.

